Going Green Through
Collaboration
“

Going green”

is a phrase that
has grown
exponentially
in public
awareness
throughout
much of the
world.

Why has the importance of green/

events have gained tangible traction in

sustainability increased significantly in the

the public consciousness. According to

corporate space? There are a number of

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

reasons, including:

Administration (NOAA), the U.S. (just
one country) sustained 85 weather-

• Shareholder interest: According to

related disasters between 1990 and

research by Ernst & Young, the number

2010 that had damages of more than $1

of corporate social responsibility (CSR)

billion each. 2

related shareholder proposals rose from

• Energy consumption: According to the

150 in 2000 to 191 in 2010, with

International Energy Agency, U.S. energy

proposals in 2010 receiving an average

consumption has more than doubled

voting support of 18.4 percent of votes

since 1960 and global primary energy

cast, vs. just 7.5 percent a decade earlier.

demand is projected to grow by 1.6

(Ernst & Young).1

percent per year on average between

• Visibility: Climate change is a
mainstream term and, no matter your

2006 and 2030 – an increase of 45
percent.3

beliefs on the topic, it is clear that the
impacts of climate and extreme weather
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• Consumer preferences: The Nielsen

importance to many of you and we at

where we operate. This team was

Company found that 83 percent of

Avaya ensure that our own employees

volunteer-based, with members taking

global online consumers say that it

understand and participate in our

on this role in addition to their normal

is important that companies

sustainability journey.

job responsibilities. Also, Avaya has

implement programs to improve the

had a global Environment, Health

environment, but only 22 percent

This article gives a short history of the

and Safety (EHS) management

say they will pay more for an eco-

sustainability program at Avaya, then

system for a number of years, which

friendly product.

delves into our products and closes

helps drive sustainability and

with an example of sustainability in

environmental awareness throughout

practice.

global operations.
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Sustainability @ Avaya
The call to action for corporate
sustainability at Avaya is clear. As a
large global employer and a provider

Over this initial period, customer

History

of enterprise-class collaboration

Avaya’s sustainability program has

solutions, we are well positioned to

been evolving and growing over the

have a positive impact on both

last five years or so. It started with a

sustainability and energy reduction.

number of colleagues who were
passionate about the environment,

Along with our broad base of

which precipitated the creation of a

customers, we have witnessed the

green core team dedicated to driving

increasing importance of corporate

efficiency through our operations,

sustainability along economic,

reducing waste and ensuring that

environmental and social dimensions.

Avaya was a responsible participant in

These topics are of utmost

the environments and communities
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interest in this space increased
significantly, with growth in the
quality, depth, and detail of inquires
from customers. Recognizing this
interest on the part of these essential
stakeholders, the green core team
expanded its reach, bringing in more
members from other parts of the
company and expanding its work and
ambition. Examples of this expansion
include the creation of a robust
system for responding to queries
embedded in Request for Proposals

(RFPs) and the leveraging of
freeware software to capture the first
carbon footprint of the company.

As the scope of the program grew,
the sustainability program and green
core team transitioned to a second
phase, as the company brought in a
subject matter expert to work on
these issues. Coinciding with the
Nortel Enterprise Solutions purchase,
a sustainability business leader was
hired to run the global core team and
push the program forward. This work
brought even more areas of the
business into the program and the
global core team has more than 20
members at this time, with
representatives from Environment,
Health and Safety, IT, HR, PR,

Sustainability Through
Avaya Products

Products That Reduce
Travel

For years, we have designed our

In addition to ever increasing pressure

products to use less and less energy

to become more sustainable, global

as a very tangible, easy-to-

businesses are under increasing

understand, total cost of ownership

pressure to become more

(TCO) play in the market. This

economically efficient. A key expense

strategy reduces energy costs to run

driver is the cost of business travel.

the product and the subsequent

Products and solutions that eliminate

cooling costs to remove the heat the

the need for travel while enhancing

products generate. This trend will

collaboration within businesses

continue. Several months ago, Avaya

without sacrifice are highly sought

launched a new suite of Class 1 POE IP

after. Solutions from Avaya have

telephones – Class 1 is the highest

significantly bridged the gaps of

energy usage designation. With the

yesterday’s solutions, and, with these

high multiplier of phones in an

advances, it becomes more difficult to

installation, this product

justify the cost and inconvenience of

enhancement is a very significant

travel.

sustainability story.

Marketing, Customer Support, Sales,
Government Relations, Services,
Supply Chain, Packaging, Real
Estate/Facilities and Employee
Communications.

In the last 18 months, Avaya has won
awards for its sustainability work at
the 2010 Vancouver Olympics,
expanded its carbon and energy
program to be recognized by the EPA
Climate Leaders program, and gained
Energy Star recognition for its
Basking Ridge headquarters.
Additionally, we have sought to make
the program more transparent with
our stakeholders. Avaya has sought to
make the program more transparent
with our stakeholders by leveraging a
number of modes of communication.
These include Twitter, blogging and
other traditional media outlets.
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Philosophy in Practice:
Digitization of
Collaboration
We have also made significant
investments to drive the macro trend
of digitization of collaboration. The
focus of these investments is to offer
simplified, seamless, powerful and
natural collaboration among groups
and teams of people across an
enterprise. To allow people to
collaborate quickly and efficiently from
their workspaces anywhere in the

The Avaya Aura
architecture
seamlessly integrates
with our heritage
equipment,
eliminating the
requirement to
conduct a rip-andreplace upgrade in
many instances.
®

Products That Reduce
Resource Use
The direction of our portfolio
minimizes the use of our precious

as high-definition video, low
bandwidth encoding, instant
messaging, and contextual
collaboration.

resources through both reuse and
efficiency. The Avaya Aura®
architecture seamlessly integrates
with our heritage equipment,
eliminating the requirement to
conduct a rip-and-replace upgrade in
many instances. Avaya Aura is also fitfor-purpose, being very mindful of the

In certain instances,
an Avaya installation
requires 60 percent
to 80 percent less
hardware than
comparable solutions
from our competitors.

world, we leverage technologies such

deployment and operational cost of
server deployment. In fact, in certain
instances, an Avaya installation
requires 60 percent to 80 percent less
hardware than comparable solutions
from our competitors. This is achieved
through a centralized deployment that
is not only more energy efficient
through less cooling and power, but
also simplifies administration and
ongoing maintenance.

We see a continual evolution and
progression in the migration to the
remote collaborative workspace in all
aspects of our lives, and Avaya is
driving this in the enterprise. In a
world with rising populations,
constrained resources, and volatile
fossil fuel prices, none of us can afford
a ‘business as usual’ attitude.
Advanced collaboration solutions
offer higher productivity while using
fewer resources. A key enabler to this
vision is the standardized Session
Initialization Protocol, or SIP. SIP
makes conversation the centerpiece of
the connection; whether it is between
two people or a large team. Different
communication modes, such as video,
can be easily added. Private sidebar
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conversations across a continent are as

Office space energy consumption really

natural as leaning over and whispering

adds up, especially considering that

to participants in the next chair. This

folks generally work between 8-10

enterprise-class, SIP-based

hours a day, 5 days a week. Unlike

collaboration will fully unlock the long-

physical conference rooms, virtual ones

promised migration from physical to

do not require traditional utilities (e.g.,

virtual meetings. This transition will

heating, cooling, lighting). The second

provide the opportunity for

is that of avoiding business travel. The

productivity increases, reduced travel

Avaya Global Green Core Team

expenses and tangible savings in

members work in locations across the

energy.

world; Tel Aviv, outside of London,
Denver, New Jersey, Maine, San
Francisco, etc. The cost and carbon

Product Spotlight:
AvayaLive Engage™

footprint of getting those people all in

As background, AvayaLive Engage is a

meetings that might otherwise have

software service that provides an

been conducted face to face.

one space would be huge. The virtual
world of AvayaLive Engage can replace

enterprise ready, network secured
platform for assisting e-commerce,
learning/training applications and

natural communication and

Philosophy in Practice:
Optimizing Operational
Energy and Sustainability
Strategies Internally

collaboration. With a feature set

Equally important to Avaya is

designed specifically for the enterprise,

maximizing energy efficiency in our

AvayaLive Engage integrates

own operations, a key component of

with a company’s existing network,

our overall sustainability program.

security and business software tools in

Avaya seeks to live the sustainability

order to enhance communication,

ethos as we continue on our journey to

collaboration and employee/consumer

become a more environmentally

engagement.

friendly company. A key component of

collaboration. AvayaLive Engage allows
users to engage their audience in a
virtual space while allowing fluid and

that journey is a complete
What makes AvayaLive Engage green?

understanding of our carbon footprint,

The first aspect of the green credentials

which captures in a single measure our

in the migration to the digital realm

company’s energy and resource usage.

comes from savings that can be

Historically, it has been difficult to

realized by reducing office space.

compile data from across the company

Key Avaya
Sustainability
Statistics
• Avaya Aura: 80% of your
servers can be virtualized via
Avaya Aura Virtualization
technology
• Tolly validated that Avaya VoIP
solutions (gateways, servers,
IP Phones) use 45% less
energy, produce 45% less CO2,
and lower electrical expense
by 45% vs. Cisco5
• Teleworking @Avaya: 13% of
the company works remotely
from virtual offices and, in a
survey conducted in 2008,
we found that 46% of our
employees worked from home
at least once a week
• Avaya Carbon Reduction
Commitment: Reduce energy
consumption and GHG
emissions by 15% by 2015
from a 2009 baseline
• Roughly 30% reduction in
number of Avaya Data Centers
from 2008
• More than 3,000 EPEAT Gold
Certified and Energy Star
qualified PCs distributed in
FY’10
• Packaging: Reduced 6.3
million square feet (585,000
square meters) of corrugated
fiberboard, 16.5 tons or
188,000 cubic feet removed
from waste stream since
beginning of 2009 and
reduced the volume of ocean
containers and truck trailers
used by 19% from 2009
baseline
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Our global carbon
management system
combines data
from across our
worldwide operations,
both at the facility
level and for
business travel.
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in a standard way, and even more

In 2009, Avaya set a corporate goal to

difficult to effectively analyze the

reduce our carbon emissions by 15%

data and derive an action plan to

of our 2009 baseline by 2015. This

drive efficiencies. A classic example in

goal is expected to positively impact

a large tech company, and one that

both the environment and Avaya’s

we have certainly seen, is the diffuse

bottom line. The complexities and the

ownership of labs and data centers.

breadth of the challenge required us

With this ownership, and its related

to establish an expert partnership,

data spread across multiple

and we are proud and delighted to be

organizations, getting actionable data

working with a best in class third-

information into a single environment

party carbon and energy

can be very powerful. We anticipate

management service provider.

significant energy savings from the
holistic data that we are able to both

Our global carbon management

drill down as well as report at the

system combines data from across

executive level. After all, a kilowatt or

our worldwide operations, both at

dollar saved from IT efficiencies

the facility level and for our business

delivers the same result as one saved

travel. This aggregation across

from real estate.

various data sources provides the

company with an overall view of its
energy and resource consumption,
greenhouse gas emissions and
environmental impact. The solution
will enable Avaya to manage and
optimize further reduction
strategies supporting our 2015 goal.
For 2010, we were down 2.4 percent
from the 2009 baseline, while
reducing electricity use (the largest
input to our carbon footprint, by far)
by around 8 percent. On the
reporting level, we have automated
previously manual processes such as
our annual Carbon Disclosure
Project submission; thus, saving
time and ensuring a consistent,

Conclusion

In the last 18 months,

accurate report. Avaya also has

Avaya stands firm in our commitment

Avaya has won awards

developed several other global

to help our customers meet their
environmental goals, and we are

for its sustainability

procedures to drive sustainability
throughout our operations,

dedicated to continually improving

work at the 2010

including tracking global regulations

the sustainability of our own

Vancouver Olympics,

like RoHS and WEE, product

operations.

expanded its carbon

stewardship, packaging optimization

and energy program

and a global EHS management

Interested in learning more? Check

program.

out our website, add the

to be recognized by

sustainability section of the Avaya

the EPA Climate

Connected Blog to your internet

Leaders program,

reading or follow us on Twitter at
@greenavaya.

and gained Energy
Star recognition for
its Basking Ridge
headquarters.
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About Avaya
Avaya is a global
provider of business
collaboration and
communications
solutions, providing
unified communications,
contact centers,
networking and related
services to companies
of all sizes around
the world. For more
information please visit
www.avaya.com.
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